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Abstract

Beliefs take a vital role in influencing students' decision about integrating digital literacy in EFL classroom. This case study investigated students' behavioral, control, and normative beliefs toward integrating digital literacy into the EFL classroom. This research used the Theory of Planned Behavior initiated by Ajzen to collect and analyze the data. The results of interviews and observations highlighted students' integration of digital literacy into EFL classroom referred to several beliefs. The behavioral beliefs (attitude toward advantages of a behavior) about the value of digital literacy for its effectiveness and efficiency potential to find information, to promote students cognitive skills and ethical awareness, and to improve English proficiency; normative beliefs (about social support) about the meeting of the expectation of school, teachers, parents, and friends; and control beliefs (about perceive behavioral control) about the opportunity and the availability to interact with the technology. This study highlighted a substantive theory related to the findings: Students' positive beliefs about integrating digital literacy into EFL classroom influence students' learning strategy. By having positive beliefs about the outcomes that students will get (behavioral beliefs), support from family, teachers, and the school environment (normative beliefs), as well as beliefs about the presence of factors that may facilitate or hinder the performance (control beliefs), students demonstrate the tendency to always use digital technology in learning English.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of digital technologies followed by the Internet's development allows anyone to obtain and create information quickly and without limits. As a result, not all Internet information is valid and reliable; this phenomenon should be addressed wisely. This phenomenon requires internet users who are dominated by high school age teenagers to require special skills consist of the skills to find, understand, evaluate, use, communicate, and create information obtained through all digital sources by involving sociological and emotional abilities (Eshet-Alkalai, 2012; Iordache et al., 2017; Payton & Hague, 2010). This ability is known as digital literacy. In the educational dimension, digital literacy was considered a set of skills that claimed to be able to improve students' higher-order thinking skills such as analysis, cooperation, and creation to bridge students to access more accurate and credible information quickly and easily. Digital literacy is one of the skills that must be possessed in the 21st Century (Bekker et al., 2015). By having digital literacy, students are expected more than just equipping oneself with the technical skills to operate digital devices, tools, software and hardware, and surfing the Internet, but instead comprises a set of knowledge, competencies, and attitudes needed to become functional in a digital era (Ferrari, 2013). In other words, digital literacy is utilized as a students' guide and filter in accessing the digital device in the digital era.

Realizing the urgency of digital literacy in education, teachers started to involve digital technology to encourage students to integrate digital literacy in the school environment. Prior studies integrated digital literacy into teaching and learning activities, especially in language learning (Ng, 2012; Hafner et al., 2015; Bekker et al., 2015). The success of teaching and learning language process is affected by teachers' and students' beliefs about language
learning and attitude as well as digital literacy (Cephe & Yalcin, 2015; Furinghetti & Pehkonen, 2005). The student's belief in learning refers to the assumptions and indirect comprehension of students towards learning. The assumptions and comprehensions in question include meanings about learning, expectations about what should be taught, and teachers and students' role in education (Chan & Elliott, 2004). Students' beliefs contain affective and emotional elements related to how students perceive their learning environment. This perception then influences their approach to learning and learning outcomes (Karagiannopoulou & Christodoulides, 2005). Previous study codified these beliefs into three types; behavioral beliefs, control beliefs, and normative beliefs (Ajzen, 1991). These beliefs are contained in a theory known as the theory of planned behavior (TPB). The main factor in this theory is the individual's intention to take action. The intention is assumed to be a determinant of motivation, which will then influence behavior; this will determine how hard someone tries to try and how much effort they will spend on doing that action. The stronger the intention, the greater the effort. However, it must be clear that behavioral intentions can bind expressions in behavior only if the behavior is under control.

Behavioral belief is an individual's assumption of the values of a behavior (positive behavior). If an individual has positive behavior towards behavioral beliefs, then there is a possibility that someone will carry out these behaviors. For example, in this case, if students think that integrating digital literacy in learning media can improve the quality of learning outcomes (positive behavior), they will do so. Meanwhile, normative beliefs relate to the assumption of support given by certain people, groups, or the environment for specific actions. If students are in a supportive environment to carry out a behavior, then the social pressure to carry out behavior will be felt, and vice versa. Perceived behavioral control refers to an individual's perception of the ease or difficulty of performing attractive behaviors (Ajzen, 2005). Based on the theory of planned behavior, control beliefs are the basis for measuring perceived behavior control. Control belief shows that the more confident students are in their abilities and access to resources, the more control they feel (Sadaf & Johnson, 2017).

Many previous studies have explored the beliefs and intentions related to the integration of digital literacy by practicing teachers in their classrooms (Sadaf & Johnson, 2017), parents and teachers intentions to the use of digital media for family-school communication (Bordalba & Bochaca, 2019), and language learners' intention to attend a class and learn a foreign language in face-to-face and online settings (Alhamami, 2018) using the theory of planned behavior, but the research that explores student beliefs in integrating digital literacy in the EFL classroom using the Theory of planned behavior asthe framework is still limited. Consider these limitations; this study aims to provide insight into the beliefs of native digital students with regard to their integration of digital literacy into EFL classrooms, and teachers, schools, and parents' understanding of the need for professional development to better support students in integrating digital literacy into their EFL classroom. The need for practicing digital literacy to adolescents is vital because the beliefs of students affect their action.

Moreover, adolescents are considered the most vulnerable group to receive the most dangerous digital media effects. However, knowing students' beliefs can provide useful information about its vital role in learning, such as influencing students' learning outcomes (Furinghetti & Pehkonen, 2005), motivation, and learning strategies (Richards & Lockhart, 1994). Moreover, in language learning, students' beliefs affect their motivation, attitude, achievement, proficiency, anxiety, success, behavior, and strategy in learning the language (Abdi & Asadi, 2015). This research aims to investigate students' behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs in the integration of digital literacy into EFL classroom.

2. Method

This research implied a qualitative case study approach. The researchers held the Classroom observation and online open-ended questionnaire to find-out students' beliefs about the integration of digital literacy into EFL classroom, it coincided that when the researcher had the classroom observation, the students were about to learn and design
brochure as the project of specific sub-theme learning. Meanwhile, the data triangulation obtained semi-structured interviews. This research arranged purposive sampling and recruited 24 senior high school students in eleventh grade (around 16 years old) as participants and three of them as an informant to answer in-depth interview. Thus, these young learners were expected to have relatively high skills in the use of digital technology. All participants in the class were allowed to bring a smartphone or laptop (if needed) connected to the internet network, whether it was connected to the WiFi provided by the school or using personal mobile data. In addition, all participants were active internet users who used it as a media to connect with others (social media) or as a media to help them learn English.

This paper employed a constant comparative method (CCM) as the methodology to analyze the data. The phase of CCM is districted into four stages: determining information, categorizing, determining the relationship between information categories, and writing the theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In the beginning, the data relating to the research were gathered and processed, while other unrelated findings were discarded. In this study, the processed data was obtained from observation and semi-structured interviews about students' beliefs about the integration of digital literacy into the EFL classroom. Data collected from observations and interviews were categorized based on its similarities; by transcript, coded, and generated the data. In this study, the data were grouped into three groups; behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs. At the determining the relationship between information categories stage, all annotated concepts were examined to see whether they have been classified in the relevant category and whether or not this category had become saturated. In the end, the theory was drawn as the final result of the study.

3. Result and Discussion

Results

The students' behavioral beliefs

Behavioral beliefs' main idea is to identify students' belief in what values (benefits) they might get if they integrate digital literacy in instructional media (Ajzen, 1991). The intended value or service relates to how digital literacy helps them learn or not. These values were related to information effectiveness, cognitive skills and ethical awareness, and English proficiency. Based on Figure 1, it can be seen that students' beliefs in integrating digital literacy in English class in the aspects of belief were quite firm. It means students believe that integrating digital literacy into instructional media can bring value. Toward this entity, most of the students effectively had positive beliefs on integrating digital literacy into the EFL classroom.

![Figure 1. Close-ended questionnaire result of students' behavioral beliefs about the integration of digital literacy into EFL classroom](image-url)
The effectiveness and efficiency

The first category of questionnaire initiated to negotiate students' value beliefs toward the effectiveness and efficiency of seeking information toward the Internet. Based on the result shown in Figure 1, 96% of students have positive beliefs in integrating digital literacy into instructional media in EFL classroom. The reason behind the positive perception relates to ease of access and save more time. A students said that finding information through the Internet was easier. All the user need was to submit the keyword to the search engine (google), and the information needed will appear in second. Therefore, it could save time. Similarly, another informan mentioned that searching for information through the Internet was more practice, and complete because it contains more complete information than book. Meanwhile, another student claimed that there was an amount of information provided on the Internet. Considering the effectiveness and efficiency especially in terms of accessability, students prefer to seek for information trough digital technology.

Cognitive Skills and Online Ethical Awareness

The next issue explores students' believe that integrating digital literacy into instructional media increased their cognitive skills and online ethical awareness. The positive perception is proved by 91.8% of students have positive beliefs about integrating digital literacy into instructional media will facilitates them in increasing their ability to understand, compare, analyze, evaluate, communicate, create information both in form of illustration or text, and improve their self-awareness about internet ethics. This finding is supported by interview data that revealed that students have no difficulties in understanding information presented in the form of text and illustration (icons, pictures, tables, or diagram. The information presented in simple language and sometimes followed by illustrations influenced students’ better understanding of the information. In addition, students realize that there was a variety of information available on the Internet, but not all information was reliable. Broad and diverse information forces students to analyze and think critically about the information received. By integrating digital literacy, students believed that they can select credible and valid information. In order to find reliability and credibility of information, the interviews revealed that students often compared information from several websites and relying on the trusted website recommended by their teacher or maintained by well-known English course institution, then analyzed and evaluated the information.

Meanwhile, in terms of communication, integrating digital literacy facilitates students to express, convey, and share information through various digital media forms. The interview data revealed that due to its potential to exchange information faster and easier, students prefer to utilize the digital technology to share useful information they got with others, sent assignments, and discusses via digital. As the digital native generation, students preferred to focus on the efficiency and effectiveness of digital literacy. The next issue explores students' cognitive skills in terms of creativity. Students utilize digital technologies such as Canva and others online platform in designing brochures. To this entity, most of students feel more creative in creating a new product such as photos, videos, writing, etc. The interview data also showed that the students enjoy the process of using digital tools, especially in the designing brochure. It offers students an opportunity to enhance creativity in employing multimedia software to combine photography, video, images, sound, and text collaboratively. Therefore, the brochure becomes more exciting and informative.

The next negotiation of behavioral beliefs was oriented to students' positive beliefs toward creativity. Toward this entity, students felt more creative in creating a new product such as photos, videos, writing, and others. Using multimedia software to combine photography, video, images, sound, and text was considered entirely collaborative. The designing brochure project enhanced students' creativity because in combining all these components, creativity is needed so that the resulting product becomes more interesting and informative. The questionnaire continuously investigated students' beliefs about the benefits of integrating digital literacy related to online ethical awareness. This term is focused on sharing personal information. The interview data highlighted that students had a reasonably good awareness not to access or approach sites that contained pornographic content.
Students prefer to ignore pop-up ads that implicitly contain pornography. By avoiding and ignoring pornography content, students expectedly had the awareness and filters not to access harmful content that was not suitable for them. Interview data pointed out that all students had high self-awareness not to easily trust strangers, especially those they know from the Internet. All participants expressed their fears and concerns about the possible dangers of relying on and sharing their personal information to strangers they know via social media. Students seem to have self-awareness, allowing them to avoid the possibility of experiencing cybercrime.

**Increasing English Proficiency**

In terms of English proficiency, 95.8% of students believed that the Internet and digital literacy facilitated them to master English. The interview revealed that most students used the Internet and digital literacy as a medium for safe and enjoyable entertainment and used as a facilitator to influence their English skills, such as mastering vocabularies, listening, speaking, writing, and even reading skills. Similarly, another student said that to increase her English skills especially for speaking, listening, and pronunciation skills, she often accessed Hollywood movies as an English learning alternative. Meanwhile, in reading and writing and reading skills, students tended to access online novel platforms, such as Wattpad or write on social media. In addition, students acquired more vocabularies using Internet resources. They claimed reading the English script; a lot found unfamiliar and complicated terms, terminologies, and idioms. When faced this situation, students will access Google Translate to understand the purpose of the intended narration.

**Students' normative beliefs**

In this section, the focus of the discussion was on the belief that an action was supported or not supported by a particular person, group, organization, or community and on the perception of control (Normative beliefs) (Ajzen, 1991). Based on the aspects of normative beliefs, students perceive that their environment (school), parents, teachers, and friends were fully aware that digital literacy was helpful and ended to support them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Categories</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School environment</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1, most of the students believed that school environment, teachers, parents, and peers’ support played a vital role in integrating digital literacy into the EFL classroom. To integrate digital literacy into EFL classrooms, the support from the school certainly plays a significant role. Students believed that WiFi facilities that could be accessed by teachers and students were a form of support provided by the school. This is shown from the results of observations, where the teacher's laptop was directly connected to the school WiFi. In addition, the results of observations also reported that schools were equipped with supporting multimedia facilities such as LCD projectors, screens and sound systems. These facilities were not only used to support learning activities but also to support teachers to integrate digital technology by involving students in the use of digital technology in learning but also as an effort to keep the integration of digital literacy in the school environment.

In addition, questionnaire data revealed that the teacher takes the most vital role in students' normative beliefs. During the interview, the students mentioned that the teacher was one of the groups that most support them in integrating digital literacy. The students believed that it was considered beneficial for developing students' knowledge, increasing online ethical awareness, communication and expression skills, and mastery of English language skills. The observation data supported this data that teachers always involve
students with digital tools in teaching and learning activities, ranging from simple ones such as using PPT presentations to complex ones such as manipulating photo and video application. Students believe that high interaction with digital tools in teaching and learning activities was a form of support provided by teachers who could open more significant opportunities to integrate digital literacy in learning media.

Meanwhile, during collected the data, it revealed that they received generous support from parents. The interview results showed that parents facilitate their children with smartphones and even a PC connected to the Internet either through prepaid or postpaid data (WiFi) at home. Therefore, students can study anywhere and anytime without being limited by time and space. The students pointed out that the provision of facilities such as WiFi access, PCs, and smartphones was a form of support from parents to support the integration of digital literacy and the use of digital technology. In addition, from the interview, it was seen that the parents believed that students could use the Internet wisely according to their needs. Moreover, despite the advantages of integrating digital literacy into instructional media, students said that their parents were aware that the Internet might provide unnecessary, invalid, and false information. Therefore they warn their children to be more careful in receiving information from the Internet. Assessing, checking, and analyzing the validity of information is something that students must do. The attitude of parents who provide opportunities for students to interact with the Internet and digital technology without disturbing their privacy was assumed to be the right form of support in today's digital era.

**Students’ control Beliefs**

Control beliefs component was related to measures of perceived behavioral control. Control beliefs suggested that the more opportunity the users got in their learning activities and the more access they have to resources, the greater their perceived control. The questionnaire result reflected that students believed that they can easily integrate digital literacy because of the availability of adequate facilities, both those that have been provided by schools and those provided by parents. Digital literacy is needed so that students can make the best use of digital tools that have been provided by schools and parents. In line with the availability of complete facilities, students also believed that the chance to use digital devices in learning also gives them more excellent opportunities to integrate digital literacy in the classroom. This result shows that besides the availability of digital devices, the chance to involve digital tools in learning also brings an excellent influence for students to integrate digital literacy. In other words, teacher support is needed to invite students to use the Internet and learning media and learning resources.

**Discussion**

This study revealed that students’ behavioral beliefs were related to students' perception of the benefit of digital literacy. Those benefits were related to effectiveness and efficiency in searching information of material, cognitive skills and ethical awareness, and proficiency in English. The initial results show that most students integrated digital literacy into their EFL classroom due to the effectiveness and efficiency in searching information. Therefore, the students also found that digital technology and literacy is effective to share useful information they got with others, sent assignments, and discussed via digital. Due to its potential to seek information faster and contain complete information than the book could do, students prefer to utilize the Internet while looking for information. This finding is supported by previous study which revealed that students relied on speed and found it difficult to tolerate a slow-paced environment; therefore, it can be understood why students prefer to use digital technology which is considered to be faster in providing information (Thompson, 2013).

Since digital literacy makes it easier for the students to understand the information presented via the Internet, the students started to integrate digital literacy into instructional media in EFL classroom. The information presented in simple language and sometimes followed by illustrations influenced the better understanding of the information (Wan, 2011). Previous research also supported this finding that concluded that students who enter through
university EAP pathways with an explicit digital literacy focus had a better understanding of academic integrity practices and institutional policies and had less difficulty accessing course content (Roche, 2017). Contrary, other study reported in their study that it is not digital literacy that affects students’ cognitive abilities, but on the contrary cognitive abilities affect students’ digital literacy abilities (Syah et al., 2019). Despite the different results, it cannot be denied that digital literacy and students’ cognitive skills are related.

In this component, apart from comparing the same information from different sources, other students revealed that accessing the website of trusted English language courses and quoting information from these sites can be an alternative to finding valid information. Since a reputable course institution maintains the website, it was unlikely that site administrators would provide incorrect information to its users. Relying on information from trusted sources is an option for students to find reliable information. Regarding this finding, almost all students of California state university begin the information search by trying to find an outline (essential points) of the available information, identify information relevant to the topic assigned to them, then students investigate and evaluate the information (Dunn, 2002). Most students even first look for information from websites, databases, and books and send emails to people they think might have information relevant to their topic. It means that a trusted website can be an alternative to getting accurate information. Moreover, digital literacy is used to increase media use efficiently in terms of information (Buckingham, 2015). For example, by developing information search skills (power search), users can find relevant and credible information amid a large amount of information available on the Internet. On the other side, another student relied on the source recommended by the teacher to find additional information related to the subject matter.

Moreover, students also noted that integrating digital literacy into their instructional media promoted the others cognitive skills; communication, creativity, critical thinking, separating false and correct information, selecting credible information, using specific technologies/applications to create a product, and gaining ethical awareness in the digital environment. This result is in line with previous result who suggested that integrating digital literacy into teaching and learning enhanced engagement, communication, and interaction, and improved skills beneficial for the future carrier (Lee, 2014). Other study also noted that base on the interview managed, some teacher’s beliefs that were integrating digital literacy in the classroom help the students to encourage their critical thinking because the Internet full of misleading and fake information and students need to aware about that (Sadaf & Gezer, 2020). In line, a comparative approach is considered quite useful to improve students' critical thinking skills (Fabos, 2004). Meanwhile, digital literacy, in terms of information, is used to increase the use of media efficiently (Buckingham, 2015). For example, by developing information search skills (power search) that will make it easier for users to find relevant and credible information amid a large amount of information available on the Internet.

In addition, the finding also showed that students tended to rely on what was provided by the teacher, including sources of information and keywords related to English materials. Teacher recommendations about sites that can be used as learning resources were also considered a practical step for students to avoid inaccurate or unsafe information. This finding is supported by previous study, who reported that to build a web search, teachers can provide information about how to do it, so students are more likely to find relevant information (Payton & Hague, 2010). One of the other students' behavioral belief was the belief that digital literacy would increase students’ English proficiency. In listening and speaking skills, for example, learners were able to imitate pronunciation, intonation, and expressions like native speakers do through previously selected YouTube shows, TED talk podcasts, music, or movies. This finding is supported by previous research which claimed that a group of young learners improve their speaking skills and sub-skills and improve their self-regulation through digital literacy in the process of learning English as a foreign language (EFL) (Soto et al., 2018). They also showed that the students enhanced their speaking skills, especially in terms of intonation, pronunciation, and level when expressing continuous actions. Meanwhile, in terms of writing, the employed digital literacy tools such as online applications or online novel platforms such as Wattpad and social media such as Whatsapp, Instagram,
and Twitter were noted that the students could improve their writing skills in regards to grammar and vocabularies. This finding is similar to previous studies that claimed that the utilize of social media seemed to have benefited from the spell checker as they have received better scores in the area of spelling, vocabulary, grammatical accuracy, and writing fluency (Allagui, 2014; Rodliyah, 2016).

In terms of normative beliefs, it cannot be denied that support from those who closest to the students, such as parents, friends, teachers, and the school environment, has a vital role in students’ normative beliefs. Teachers’ role especially, had a fundamental influence in students’ normative beliefs. Students felt motivated by the support provided by teachers and parents. The finding is supported by previous studies which found that instructors' or teachers' support, peers' opinions, and institutional promotion all play significant roles in students' decisions to use technology in learning (Huang et al., 2020). Similarly, the results of Unicef's research in collaboration with the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology show that communication patterns among children and adolescents via the Internet, which have a significant effect, are mostly done with peers, followed by communication with teachers, and communication with family members (Broto, 2014). Thus, it was not surprising that schools, friends, teachers, and parents influenced students' beliefs, because this environment was the closest to and most frequently interacting with students. On the other hand, what was more interesting about the results of the interview on normative beliefs was that despite those factors, the students admitted that the desire that came from oneself became one of the most influential factors of their intentions. In terms of control beliefs, the availability of facilities such as computers and internet networks, quality lessons, training, and opportunities to interact with digital literacy in the classroom were mentioned as a positive influence on students' intentions to integrate digital literacy (Kimbell-Lopez et al., 2016; Sadaf & Gezer, 2020).

4. Conclusions and Suggestions

This study highlighted a substantive theory related to the findings: Students' positive beliefs about integrating digital literacy into EFL classroom influence students’ learning strategy. By having positive beliefs about the outcomes that students will get (behavioral beliefs), support from family, teachers, and the school environment (normative beliefs), as well as beliefs about the presence of factors that may facilitate or hinder the performance (control beliefs), students demonstrate the tendency to always use digital technology in learning English. On the other hand, the students engaged as the research participants have positive beliefs toward integrating digital literacy into instructional media in the EFL classroom. Their positive response reflects their positive beliefs on the questionnaire, interviews, and observations related to the integration of digital literacy in instructional media. This belief highlights the need for teachers, parents and educators to support students in integrating digital literacy in their classrooms. As the main target of digital literacy, with the support, opportunities, and facilities provided by teachers, schools, and parents, this study helped students be more aware of digital technology and upgrade digital literacy competencies to prepare for their future. Nonetheless, in this study, only three students were involved as informants from one class in one school. Therefore, the authors suggest that further research involves a broader range of participants with different research contexts.
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